Identifying congestion levels, sources and determinants on intensive care units: the Portuguese case.
Healthcare systems are facing a resources scarcity so they must be efficiently managed. On the other hand, it is commonly accepted that the higher the consumed resources, the higher the hospital production, although this is not true in practice. Congestion on inputs is an economic concept dealing with such situation and it is defined as the decreasing of outputs due to some resources overuse. This scenario gets worse when inpatients' high severity requires a strict and effective resources management, as happens in Intensive Care Units (ICU). The present paper employs a set of nonparametric models to evaluate congestion levels, sources and determinants in Portuguese Intensive Care Units. Nonparametric models based on Data Envelopment Analysis are employed to assess both radial and non-radial (in)efficiency levels and sources. The environment adjustment models and bootstrapping are used to correct possible bias, to remove the deterministic nature of nonparametric models and to get a statistical background on results. Considerable inefficiency and congestion levels were identified, as well as the congestion determinants, including the ICU specialty and complexity, the hospital differentiation degree and population demography. Both the costs associated with staff and the length of stay are the main sources of (weak) congestion in ICUs. ICUs management shall make some efforts towards resource allocation to prevent the congestion effect. Those efforts shall, in general, be focused on costs with staff and hospital days, although these congestion sources may vary across hospitals and ICU services, once several congestion determinants were identified.